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DID YOU KNOW THAT...? 

 

...BIG CAPITALISTS SUPPORTED 

COMMUNISM... 

 

 

 

 

Pablo J. DAVOLI, Esq. (*) 

 

 

* According to some researchers (among them, Paul H. KOCH, author of 

“Illuminati.  The Secret History of a Malevolent Sect”), the banker Nathan 

M. ROTHSCHILD (founder of the English branch of the aforementioned 

family clan) financed a group of people who called themselves the 

“League of the Just”. Subsequently, this group would economically 

reward KARL MARX for the writing of his controversial bibliography. 

 

* According to other authors, the eldest of Nathan’s son, Lionel N. DE 

ROTHSCHILD (director of “N. M. Rothschild & Sons” and first member of 

Jewish origin in the House of Commons of the British Parliament), 

directly subsidized KARL MARX while he was writing his book. 

Curiously, the author of the “Communist Manifesto” was great-great-

grandson of Lionel N. DE ROTHSCHILD’S two great-grandparents: The 

brother of his maternal grandfather, Solomon D. BARENT-COHEN, was 

MARX’s great-grandfather. 
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* In accordance with the previous remarks, the denunciation according 

to which “Marxists had a shoe in the Socialist movement and another in 

the bank”, is attributed to Mijail BAKUNIN. 

 

 

Baron Lionel N. DE ROTHSCHILD and Karl Heinrich MARX. 

 

* The BOLSHEVIK REVOLUTION, which took place in Russia in 1917, 

was “generously” financed by: 

 

  - Well-known capitalist magnates, like Jacob SCHIFF (he 

gave 20,000,000 USD, according to his grandson John SCHIFF, in 

statements to the “New York Journal American”, in February 1949), 

Solomon GUGGENHEIM, J.P. MORGAN, Armand HAMMER (employer of 

Albert GORE, father), Sir George BUCHANAN and Lord Alfred MILNER 

(he would take part in the ominous Treaty of Versailles, he was the 

founder of the secret society “The Round Table”, and he would have 

contributed with more than 21,000,000 roubles to the revolutionary 

cause). 

 

  - Big Anglo-American business trusts, like the corporate 

group “Standard Oil”, controlled by the ROCKEFELLER family clan. 

And... 

 

  - Powerful “Occidental” banks, like the “Kuhn, Loeb & Co.” 

Bank (managed by the aforesaid SCHIFF and composed of, among 
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others, Paul and Felix WARBURG), the “Nye Banken” (managed by Olaf 

ASHBERG) and the “Lazard, Fréres & Co.” Bank. 

 

 

The banker Jacob SCHIFF and the Bolshevik leader Vladimir LENIN. 

 

* Thanks to the negotiations made by the banker Max WARBURG (Paul 

and Felix’s brother) and Israel Lazarevich GELFAND (better known as 

Alexander HELPHAND or PARVUS, arms dealer and financier of the 

Armenian genocide), the German government (behind the “Kaiser’s” 

back) collaborated with the Bolshevik leader Vladimir Illich ULIANOV 

(better known as LENIN) so he could secretly return to Russia, in a 

bulletproof train, with 10,000,000 USD in gold, provided by the 

Treasury of the “Reich”. 

 

     

Max WARBURG and Alexander PARVUS. 
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* For his part, the revolutionary Lev Davidovich BRONSTEIN (better 

known as Leon TROTSKY) was supported by Edward M. HOUSE, 

advisor of President Woodrow WILSON, connected to the International 

Banking. Thanks to him and Sir William WISEMAN (“Kuhn, Loeb & Co.” 

partner), TROTSKY –arrested in Canada along with other 

revolutionaries, carrying 20,000,000 USD in gold– was released with an 

American passport. Thus, he could continue his trip to Russia where he 

would meet with LENIN. 

 

  

The “Colonel” Edward M. HOUSE and the revolutionary Leon TROTSKY. 

 

* Paul WARBURG (“Kuhn & Loeb” Bank partner) was, as well, one of the 

“designers” and founders of the US Federal Reserve System (that is a 

kind of “sui generis” central bank, whose structure is –at a great extent– 

“privatized” and its running –at first– independent of the President and 

the Congress). The “Federal Reserve” pressured the American 

government to give the Bolshevik regime an official recognition, publicly 

opening the trade with the new state. Nevertheless, these pressures 

were initially frustrated by the rejection that the Bolsheviks’ atrocities 

caused in the American public opinion. 

 

Paul Moritz WARBURG (1868 - 1932), in May 1915, in Washington 

(USA), on the First Pan American Financial Conference. 
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* Paul WARBURG was also a member of the influential “Council on 

Foreign Relations” (CFR). This private organization, founded in 1921, 

had –and it still has– an extraordinary influence on the American 

government’s activity –mainly, in the American Foreign Policy. Herbert 

HOOVER was member of the same organization and –at the beginning 

of the 1920's– he organized a collection of funds to buy food that was 

sent to Russia as help. 

 

* The “New Economic Policy”, established by LENIN in 1920, received an 

important financial support from Frank VANDERLIP, agent of the 

ROCKEFELLER’s clan and president of the “First National City Bank”. In 

the meantime, another agent of the previously mentioned family clan, 

the publicist Ivy LEE, was developing a propaganda campaign aimed at 

presenting the Bolsheviks as “misunderstood idealists” in front of the 

American public opinion. 

 

* According to what General Arséne DE GOULEVITCH tells in his book 

“Czarism and Revolution”, between 1918 and 1922, the BOLSHEVIK 

GOVERNMENT paid off a debt of 100,000,000 USD to “Kuhn, Loeb & 

Co.” 

 

* The BOLSHEVIK GOVERNMENT established in Russia allowed 

certain multinational “corporate groups” to exploit oil reservoirs in the 

vast Soviet territory. Thus, the company “Standard Oil” took charge of 

the management of half of the oilfields in the Caucasus. It is worth 

remembering –as Walter GRAZIANO did in “Nadie Vio Matrix” (“Nobody 

Saw Matrix”)– that the overthrown Czarist regime had categorically 

opposed to the interference of multinational companies related to this 

field in Russian oil resources. 
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* Likewise, in 1927, the ROCKEFELLER clan helped the BOLCHEVIK 

GOVERNMENT to build an oil refinery, agreeing next to the distribution 

of the Soviet oil in the European markets, with a loan of 75,000,000 

USD in between. This amount was lent by the “Chase National Bank” (a 

bank controlled by the ROCKERFELLERS, which would join the 

“Manhattan Bank” of the WARBURGS, giving rise to the known “Chase 

Manhattan Bank”, recently merged with “J. P. Morgan & Co.”, giving 

birth to the actual “J. P. Morgan Chase & Co.”). 

 

* The “Chase National Bank” would also promote the establishment of 

the Russian-American Chamber, whose president Reeve SCHLEY was 

also vice-president of the aforementioned bank. 

 

* From 1928, the “Chase National Bank” (bank controlled by the 

ROCKEFELLER clan) was involved in the sale of Soviet bonds in the 

American market. This operation was executed through the Federal 

Reserve Board, according to what was denounced by the president of 

the United States House Committee on Banking, Louis MAC FADDEN. 

 

* Immediately after, many big capitalist companies began to invest in 

the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics: “General Electric”, “Sinclair 

Gulf”, “Guggenheim Exploration”, etc. According to Averell HARRIMAN 

(banker and US ambassador in the U.S.S.R.), STALIN himself (whose 

real name was Iósif V. DZHUGASHVILI) would recognize –as early as 

1944– that almost 2/3 of the huge Soviet industry had been set up 

thanks to the American technical support. The help was also military. 

This began in 1917, continuing for decades. Without the large amount 

of military supplies provided by the USA, the U.S.S.R. would have never 

resisted the German military onslaught during World War II. 

 

* The central bank set up by the BOLSHEVIK GOVERNMENT itself was 

managed by a representative of the “Nye Banken” aforementioned. In 
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this way, the Soviet monetary policy was under the control of 

ASHBERG, his partners and his allies. 

 

* The political consolidation of the BOLCHEVIK REGIME included, 

between 1917 and 1922, the killing of more than one and a half 

million people: Members of the Russian nobility, Army and Navy 

officers, Christian priests, teachers… But most of them, country 

persons and workers! 

 

* In 1925, the U.S.S.R. government officially announced that, since the 

1917 revolution, the amount of executed reached almost 2 million 

people, of which the 75% were country persons, workers and soldiers. 

 

* When STALIN died, in 1953, the total amount of victims of the 

COMMUNIST REGIME exceeded the 35 million deaths. According to 

some sources, the previously mentioned genocide reached 55 million! 

Mr. KOCH said so in his aforementioned book. 

 

* The infamous “Holodomor” (or “Golodomor”), which was the 

“holocaust” of the Ukrainian people, merits a separate mention. Such 

genocide, caused by the artificial famine deliberately provoked by 

STALIN’s government, entailed between 7 and 10 million deaths. It 

occurred between 1932 and 1933. 

 

* Unfortunately, the killings did not cease after the death of the 

Georgian tyrant (STALIN). According to the assertion made by the Great 

Russian dissident Alexander SOLZHENITSYN (Nobel Prize in Literature 

in 1970) in “Warning to the West”, the victims of the “Socialist 

experiment” in Russia equaled 66 million people. Thanks to the 

disappearance of the U.S.S.R. in 1991, the atrocities ascribed to the 

COMMUNIST REGIME, since its beginning, could be better confirmed. 

In this regard, we recommend reading the book “Le Livre Noir du 

Comunismo”, published by Stéphane COURTOIS. 
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* For those who want to go into detail about their knowledge on the 

subject, we recommend consulting the books “ut supra” mentioned and 

also, reading the following: “Wall Street and the Bolshevik Revolution” by 

Anthony SUTTON (available in Spanish at 

www.laeditorialvirtual.com.ar) and “None Dare Call It Conspiracy” by 

Gary ALLEN and Larry ABRAHAM. 

 

 

 

An eloquent cartoon from 1911, by Robert MINOR, 

American Socialist cartoonist. 

We can see MARX being appreciated in Wall Street, New 

York (the financial “heart” of the USA). He carries his works 

under his left arm while he waves George PERKINS, J. P. 

MORGAN’s partner, with his right hand.  

 

 

 

 

 

(*) Pablo Javier DAVOLI was born in Rosario city (Province of Santa Fe, 

Argentine Republic) in 1975. He graduated in Law from the Facultad de 

Derecho y Ciencias Sociales de Rosario (Pontificia Universidad Católica 

Argentina) in 2000. He studied for a Master degree in “Inteligencia 

Estratégica Nacional” (“National Strategic Intelligence”) from the 

Universidad Nacional de La Plata and a PhD in Law from the 

aforementioned Faculty. 
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He has worked as a professor of “Ciencia Política” (“Political Sciences”), 

“Formación del Pensamiento Jurídico-Político” (“Development of Legal and 

Political Ideas”), “Derecho Político” (“Political Law”), “Derecho 

Constitucional” (“Constitutional Law”), “Instituciones de Derecho Público” 

(“Institutions of Public Law”) and “Relaciones Gremiales” (“Labor Union 

Relations”) in that Faculty and other institutes. He has written many 

books (“Los Grandes Paradigmas Históricos y el Estudio de los 

Fenómenos Sociales”, “Meditaciones Sociológicas. Confesiones de un 

Argentino Preocupado”, “Cuestiones Demológicas”, etc.) and several 

articles about different subjects related to Political Philosophy, 

Geopolitics, International Politics, Political Law and Constitutional Law. 

He has given a lot of lectures on these subjects within the Facultad de 

Derecho y Ciencias Sociales del Rosario (P.U.C.A.), the Facultad de 

Ciencias Económicas del Rosario (P.U.C.A.), and the Colegio de 

Abogados de Rosario, the Círculo de Legisladores de la Nación, etc. In 

August, 2011, he took part in the Encounter that H.H. Pope Benedict 

XVI held with Youth Academics and Professors at El Escorial (Spain). 

 


